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E D I T O R I A L
So there it is folks - the end of the first year of "The Auckland
Orienteer".
From the many compliments I have received during the year, I believe
the magazine has been successful in both informing and entertaining you.
It would not have been as successful without the help of many people Chris O'Brien, who designed and updated each month's cover, Paul Dalton,
who passed on to me much information from the NZOF and other clubs as
well as making several contributions of his own, W100 and all those
others who sent me articles and letters (your news and views are really
appreciated), Rob Garden, whose cartoon collection you will be seeing
for some time yet, and last but not least Lesley, Alison and Brenda.
Now we can all take a break for a couple of months to recharge our
batteries before it all starts again next year. As I haven't heard of
anyone wanting to take over this job it looks as though you will have to
put up with my moans and groans for another year, but I give you fair
warning that I expect someone else to take over the reins in 1988.
May you all have a Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year and both sunny
and satisfying orienteering in 1987.
Keith Stone
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CHAIRMANS
REPORT
(Claytons Style!)

Firstly, I must apologise for only
meetings this year.However, they tell me that
little difference anyway! At this stage it is
sincere thanks to my fellow committee members
particular to Bruce Henderson who has chaired

1986,

attending 2 out of 6
my absence has made very
also appropriate to offer
for carrying me, and in
the meetings.

From a competitors pomt of view, they tell me it has been
a good year, with part of an International 7 Day, the New Zealand
Individual, Relay and Score Championships all being held in our area.
My wife tells me that I had something to do with the organisation of
the first of these events and that it was enjoyed by all. As was the
case for most of the other major events I was out of town, but I am told
that they also were most successful. I believe that our illustriuos
secretary is the new N.Z. Champ, and congratulations go to him. Of course
this means a compulsory second term as secretary!
In the past there has been comment that we concentrate too
much on competition and not enough on promotion. I am told that we are
now going too change this, and that a series of park promotion events
has been scheduled for the whole season. This is a step in the right
direction, and I'm sure will be of real benefit.
Membership levels are down this year and this may also point
to too much emphasis being placed on competition. It is hoped that the
increased level of promotion events will improve this situation. Basically
it is the old problem of too few people doing far too much. If
orienteering is going to progress and grow in the Auckland area it is
essential that new members are found and retained.
Finally, it is with regret that I must tender my resignation
(although I'm sure that the other committee members will heave a sigh
of relief!) as I will no longer be resident in the Auckland area.

PHIL BRODIE.

CLAYTONS CHAIRMAN

AOA OFFICERS 1987
Officers elected at the AOA Annual General Meeting were :
Chairman
:
Bruce Henderson
Vice-Chairman : Geoff Pilbrow
Secretary
:
Paul Dalton
Treasurer
:
Bruce Hendrie
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North West
South Auckland
Central
South Auckland

CLOSING

DAY

The South Auckland Club held it's Closing Day at Waharau Regional
Park on the Firth of Thames on 2 November. As is traditional with the
club, the Big Cone trophies are up for winning on the final day and the
President decides what sort of event to have.
Wayne Aspin chose a variation on a star relay which he and Tricia
had experienced in England while staying with Roz and Andy Clayton. It
is superb for the organiser - he provides master maps; the runners are
the "setters" and "controllers". It is amazing how many interpretations
of the centre of a circle there are!
Twenty-five "he & she" teams entered and one individual. Colin Hope
assumed the feminine form on each second leg - at least he never disputed the placing of his plate.
Results :
1. John Robinson and Sue Snedden - the Big Cones for 1986 63.51
2. John and Vivienne Rix
70.29
3. Geoff Pilbrow and Phyl Snedden
71.26
4. Bruce Hendrie and Sandra Arthur
72.26
5. Doug Crispe and Tricia Aspin
72.33
6. Neil and Unni Lewis
73.24
7. Patrick Murphy and Val Robinson
76.00
8. Keith and Brenda Stone
80.18
9. Ian Currie and Lesley Stone
81.04
10. Kerrin Lewis and Mavis Hatwell
86.25
11. Robert Murphy and Tania Robinson
88.05
12. Stuart Berry and Yan Pelz
88.23
13. Tom and Jill Clendon
89.02
14. Maurice Penney and Alison Stone
90.25
15. Ian Crispe and Sally Pilbrow
93.04
16. David Bliss and Jill Paykel
93.44
17. Stephen Gummer and Careen Eade
96.45
18. Ray Eade and Vanessa Richardson
97.29
19. Phil Mellsop and Neville Phillips
99.25
20. John Briffett and Margaret Currie
116.07
21. Murray Tremain and Bev Laurent
120.49
22. Athol and Doreen Oldfield
130.06
23. Bjorn Lewis and Nicki and Carmen Hatwell
135.42
24. Nick and Vera Wise
159.00
Ian and Beryl Mckenzie
DNF
Colin Hope and Colin Hope
67.49
One Silva compass was left at the event. Contact Aspin's if it is yours.
For those of you who weren't there and missed all the fun, I shall
try to explain what happened.
Each team was given one map and a paper plate to which was attached
a large nail. When the first runner from each pair started
they took
their map and marked on it the start triangle and the circle for control
1 from the first master map. They then ran to where the first control
should be, but instead of finding a flag they had to mark the spot with
their paper plate by fastening the nail in the ground, and then run back
to the start.
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The map is then handed over to the second person in the team who
goes to the second master map and draws on the circle for control 2. He
or she then runs to control 1, picks up the plate, runs to control 2,
leaves the plate, and returns to the start.
And so the relay progresses, with each runner adding a new circle to
the map on each leg, trying to find the plate left by his/her partner at
the previous control, and leaving the plate where he/she thinks the next
control should be. Each plate is of course marked with a different
letter so that it can be identified.
The event was fun right
from the start and you can imagine what
happens when your partner has put your plate in the wrong place or you
look for it in the wrong place and see other plates there but not your
own.
Thank you South Auckland for letting us share your day.

LETTERS

TO THE

EDITOR

Dear Editor,
The best event of the season has been, without doubt, the NWOC
annual Club Dinner at Windsor Park Hotel.
Some 60 entrants faced a single course of 4 controls - or was it a
singular control of 4 courses? - as they ran / ate / (stuffed?) through
fish / salad / mains / dessert. There were no losers - only gainers,
mostly in kgs. So all were winners - or winers.
An additional problem (not so much a control, as a lack of same) was
the coercing by certain W12's of their paternal M45's for such
assistance as Pink Panther's, Traffic Lights, etc.
After the event there was little enthusiasm for running back home.
Alas, where is the younger generation leading us?
Senior Shuffler

SPECIAL

OLYMPICS

Wade and Murray Aspin have been selected to compete with the
Auckland team in the National Special Olympics in December.
A Swimathon to help all Auckland members was held at the Cameron
Pool. Those orienteers who sponsored or gave donations will be interested to know that both Wade and Murray completed four laps with the aid of
flutter boards. Much appreciated was the support given by Rhonda Brodie
and Penny Clendon. Their parents sponsored them to swim laps alongside
the marathon swimmer Sandra Blewett. The girls did a good job in keeping
up with her; I wonder if they realised she had already clocked up over
20 kilometres since beginning at 6.00am!
Tricia Aspin
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THE STEP

DOWN/UP?

The Editor has asked me to pen a few thoughts on what
running the M40 grade at the NZ Champs.

it was like

I guess I first need to answer the many people who asked, "Why did I
run M40 and not M21E or M35?" The reason I quit 21E was purely a fitness
and mental angle, nothing whatsoever to do with age.
I don't need to tell people about the economic plight farmers are in
and although I guess I still have a roof over my head and 3 feeds a day,
I have (like thousands of other farmers) become depressed and soured by
the whole set-up. This was soon reflected in my attitude to training and
competing at top level - the motivation just disappeared. Three months
ago I decided that to concentrate on the NZ Champs Elite grade many
things on and around the farm and home would suffer. The training tapered right off and all my energies (what there was left) were, and are,
being spent running a farm on a shoestring. So I decided to take the
easiest option and run my true grade and see how things went.
Quite frankly, having run practically every event of my career at
Elite level the switch was a let down. Being used to always finishing in
a mental and physical state of exhaustion, I somehow felt cheated at the
end of my 50 minute run. Although I felt glad towards the end of the
course that I would not have to punish the body for another hour as
happens on an elite course, I somehow deep down wasn't happy.
Orienteering-wise I was even less happy. There were too many legs or
controls on the course that were just too easy. I would expect this
grade to have elite-type controls (as hard as possible) with shortened
distances and reduced climb.
So there it is, I have the dilemma of which grade to run to get the
most satisfaction from the sport. Once you have been to the top I guess
it's hard to find satisfaction at a lower level; maybe I would have
enjoyed myself more by running 6th, 7th or 8th in M21E. I do know that
my physical and mental state at that time would not have given me a
chance of winning a place. If I had run M35, I don't think things would
have have been any different from the above.
I still firmly believe that an orienteer with the right background
of 'O', who has the dedication, motivation and the 'time', can successfully compete in elite 'O' in New Zealand many (many?) years after that
notorious, naughty forty.
So to answer the question on everyone's
"What grade will he run next year?"

mind

as they

read

this,

Just wait and see, (depends).
Ross Brighouse
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NATIONAL

CHAMPS

1986

- A personal perspective

Good morning Mr Phelps.... you are the third leg runner in the relay
team for Central Club in the National Relay Champs. Your mission, should
you decide to accept it, is to take an 8 minute lead from your closest
rivals and hang onto it with your life for 8 kilometres.
Should you lose this lead then your O-suit will self-destruct in the
finish chute, a bit like this recording. Good luck, Jim.... and wear
those flame-proof undies!!
Number 16 is spotted fifty metres ahead sitting serenely in the reentrant. Clip-card ready - click - only two controls to go. No sign of
Rob Garden yet. The 5km split had come in at 29 minutes - he could have
caught up three of those eight minutes with an all-out effort.... here's
the road, great, stay on this bearing for another 200 metres to a track
.... so that leaves five minutes, no way he'll catch that up in 400
metres.
Right, there's the track.... only 150 paces and it's nearly all
over. Funny, all this cutty grass isn't very well mapped.... never mind,
in a couple of minutes those South Aucklanders will wish they had been
running in the M35's after all....
So began the longest four minutes of Labour Weekend 1986. The mental
anguish and torture went like something out of your worst nightmare-O...
well I don't like the contours here.... or the clearing, it's not even
shown!, or the track there.... THE TRACK!!! There's no tracks anywhere
near here, but I'm standing right on it, next to those young trees....
YOUNG TREES!!! What is going on?????
This has to be a joke.... right??.... like a Dave Melrose training
exercise "PANIC-O".... NO!.... and look, there's funny smoke coming out
of my O-suit.... OK, well if I can't relocate and time is running out,
what do I do??.... PANIC!!!!.... no, I've run out of time for that....
let's find some water to put out this fire....
As the third minute ticks by, luck plays it's hand - the direction
of the "educated guess-O" proves fortuitously to be a 100m parallel
error landing me within 30 metres of the flag. Still shaking, the card
is punched and it's off to the last control 150 metres away.
Ray Eade delivers the good news that Rob hasn't been sighted and so
to the finish with my brain still numb.
Just two minutes after
I cross the line, Rob appears out of the
forest having run a brilliant solo 44 minutes
for 8km versus my 50
minutes. For the next
12 hours the replay of that lost four minutes
provides enough Sunday Horrors to last for weeks.
Needless to say,
problem on Monday.

overconfidence and delusions of

glory

weren't

a

Paul Dalton
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CENTRAL

CHATTER

The club held its annual general meeting after
the score event at Totara Park, to elect new
club officers and set subscription rates for next year. The rates have
been increased slightly because of the effect GST will have on our expenditure. The club has not registered for GST and as such cannot offset the GST payable on our consumables. (We did not register because we
expect to remain below the $24,000 threshold and don't wish to be involved in all the extra paperwork - after all the treasurer wishes to
spend his free time orienteering). As an example we have just spent
$2020.70 on the printing of our new Totara Park and Auckland Domain maps
- the GST portion making up $183.70 of that amount.
1987 MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS are now due and owing. A membership
is enclosed to be completed and returned to Eddie Reddish.

form

CENTRAL ORIENTEERING CLUB
LIST OF OFFICERS

1987 SEASON

PRESIDENT :

Leon McGivern, 46 Hope Farm Rd, Pakuranga. Ph 564-567

SECRETARY :

Barry Tuck, 14 Estelle Place, Pakuranga. Ph 567-414

TREASURER &
MEMBERSHIP :

Eddie Reddish, 12 Pooley St, Pakuranga. Ph 569-147

LIBRARIAN

Darren Ashmore, 40 Reelick Ave, Pakuranga. Ph 566-850

:

CONTROLS
KEEPER :
John Gregory, 13 Buckley Rd, Epsom. Ph 656-508
EQUIPMENT
Peter Johnson, 1/49 Felton Matthew Ave, Glen Innes.
MAINTENANCE :
Ph 589-548
EQUIPMENT
STORAGE :

Phil Creagh, 169 Kohimarama Rd, Kohimarama. Ph 586-481

EVENT/FIXTURES
CO-ORDINATOR : Mike Ashmore, 40 Reelick Ave, Pakuranga. Ph 566-850
COMMITTEE :

Jill Roberts, Tony & Margaret & Kirsten Nicholls,
Bill Mellow, Paul Potter, A(non) Clendon,
anybody else caught opening their mouths.
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NORTH WEST NEWS
*

The club dinner and prizegiving at Windsor Park
Hotel, was a great success, thanks to Lorri
O'Brien's organisation and the support of a lot of club members (and
some hangers-on from other clubs).

*

There will be a large contingent of North West members running (?)
in the Mountain Marathon at Waiouru this month. Good luck to all of
you and may you get over all your aches and pains by Christmas!

*

In order to spread the word about orienteering and hopefully attract
some new members to the sport, a double page article is going to be
published in the North Shore Times Advertiser on Tuesday 27 January
1987. We have to arrange the advertisments for these two pages so if
you know of anyone who already advertises regularly in this newspaper or someone you think may wish to advertise on our pages please
tell Lorri O'Brien. The usual advertising rates apply and all
the
spaces must be filled before the end of December.
Lorri's phone number is 415-8932. PLease don't leave it all to her
to organise.

*

Nice to see Geoff and Lisa Mead back from their holiday in India and
parts unknown. Geoff, and other club members Brent Hill, Mike Lyons,
John Ranson and Rodney Evans are all keen tri-athletes. We wish them
well in the forthcoming season.

*

Our next club meeting is not until next year, Thursday 5 February to
be precise. Same time - 7.30pm, and same place - Birkdale Primary
School, corner Birkdale & Salisbury Roads, Birkdale.
See you all then.

SOUTH

AUCKLAND

NEWS

PRESIDENT'S REPORT 1986
1986 was an eventful year for South Auckland Orienteering Club with one
day of the NZ 7 day, Auckland Championships, the NZ Relays and 3 successful OY's being the feature events. The club got through the year
without any official protest which says much for the calibre of the setters and controllers.
The club was well represented in the annual Australia / New Zealand
Challenge, members being Sue Snedden, Tania Robinson, Joanne Cunningham,
Jeanine Browne, Val Robinson, Jill Dalton, Bev Laurent, Rob Garden, John
Robinson and Athol Oldfield, and in the Australian Individual Championships Mavis Hatwell brought the colours home for South Auckland with Val
Robinson coming 2nd in her grade. In the Relays Bev Laurent was our
member in the only winning NZ relay team.
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Although the following statement may be disputed, I feel the club is in
good health, even though membership may be dropping slightly every year
for the past 3 years. Orienteering is a sport peculiar only to a certain
type of person and we will just have to take new members as they come.
New Zealanders are great sporting people with a busy weekend and it will
not be easy to get a big jump in membership. But do we need a flux of
newcomers? Orienteering for orienteers I say. Once again the sport has
had poor publicity on the national scale and it's difficult to know what
to do concerning this.
The club should at this meeting look at covering the costs of setters
and controllers. The situation at present means that a few people are
paying out of their own pocket a lot of travelling expenses. These costs
should be spread evenly throughout the membership through an increase of
membership subs. At present the club has 2 new maps coming on line,
Hunua and Waiuku North forest and farm lands. Also a redraw of Waiuku
South with fieldwork to be done by club members.
I would like to thank Geoff Pilbrow for stepping-in when I was away
overseas, Bev for being a very capable secretary, Bruce for once again
looking after the financial area and Ian for doing a good job on the
equipment.
Wayne Aspin

SOUTH AUCKLAND ORIENTEERING CLUB
LIST OF OFFICERS 1987 SEASON
PRESIDENT : Geoff Pilbrow, 120 Porchester Rd, Papakura. Ph (09)298-5504
SECRETARY

:

Rosemary Gatland, 2 Jill Place, Manurewa. Ph (09)267-5087

TREASURER

:

Bruce Hendrie, 2/23 Hayr Road, Mt Roskill. Ph (09)654-893

PUBLICITY :

Sally Pilbrow, 120 Porchester Rd, Papakura. Ph (09)298-5504
Jill Evans, 41 Marriott Road, Pakuranga. Ph (09)567-305

EQUIPMENT &
LIBRARIAN :

Ian Currie, c/- NZ Forest Service, R D 2, Waiuku.
Ph (085)32-797

AOA REPS

:

Geoff Pilbrow, 120 Porchester Rd, Papakura. Ph (09)298-5504
Jill Dalton, P O Box 415, Papakura. Ph (09)298-9073
Jeanette Boswell, Ponga Rd, R D 4, Papakura. Ph(09)299-9671

NZOF REP

:

Ross Brighouse, R D 3, Waiuku. Ph (085)59-518
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SOUTH AUCKLAND CHRISTMAS BREAK-UP
Barbecue and indoor cricket game
6 December 1986
7.00 pm
Pukekohe Indoor Cricket Stadium
Bring your own food and drink
Cost : $5.00 per head
Phone Joanne Cunningham for more details

SOUTH AUCKLAND CAMPING WEEKEND
Waiuku Forest

-

Saturday/Sunday 7/8 March 1987

Setting up camp from 10.30am on Saturday
at Jackman's Park (by Headquarters)
Aims : Seniors and experienced orienteers - Re-mapping Waiuku South
: Newcomers and beginners - Introduction training exercises
Provided :

Water and barbeques

Needed :

Your own tent, food and cooker and own transport

Enquiries : Val Robinson
Ken Browne

Phone 86-911 Pukekohe
Phone 299-8413 Papakura

RAMBLING RUMBLES FROM THE S.A. WEASEL
*

A big welcome to the executive fold to Rosemary Gatland our new secretary who has taken over from Bev Laurent. As nobody wanted to
fight Bruce Hendrie for the club's money he stll remains as
treasurer.

*

A final list of the jobs versus venues for the club's 1987 events is
nearly compiled. The offenders will receive the appropriate guff in
due course.

*

An unusual pairs relay was organised by Trish and Wayne Aspin at Wa¬
harau for the final event of our year. The presidential cones were
won by John Robinson and Sue Snedden. See the reults elsewhere.

*

The next club meeting will be held on Monday 2 February 1987 at Unni
and Neil Lewis's residence, 19 Sutton Crescent, Papakura. It will be
controlled by the Clayton's President (the one you have when no one
else will do it), Geoff Pilbrow. Many thanks to Wayne Aspin and Bev
Laurent for their services over the last two years.
S.A. Weasel
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1987

PROGRAMME

Jan 20
24/25
27

C
T
C

Twilight Series - Craigavon Park
All Night Relays
Twilight Series - One Tree Hill

Feb

3
8
10
15
17
22
22
24

C
WH
C
NW
C
SA
NW
C

Twilight Series - Auckland Domain
Mangawhai Forest (Invitation event for Auck clubs)
Twilight Series - One Tree Hill
Ambury Park, Mangere
Twilight Series - Totara Park, Manurewa
Waharau Regional Park
Shakespear Regional Reserve
Twilight Series - One Tree Hill

Mar

1
7
8
14

C
SA
NW
SA
NW

15
22
29

NW
SA
SA

Woodhill Forest - Selwyn Road
Club Camp
Long Bay Regional Reserve
Waiuku Forest
Afternoon Fun Events - Woodhill Forest
AOA Night Champs - Woodhill Forest
Woodhill Forest - Mission Coast Road
Omana Regional Reserve
AOA OY1 - Manukau Peninsula

5
11/12
12

C
D
SA
NW

Apr

Self's Farm, Papatoetoe
* Otago Championships
Waiuku Forest
Weiti South - Colour coded event
* Easter 4-day - Wellington area
Auckland Domain
Secondary School Championships
* AOA OY2 & Trial - Woodhill (Otakinini Topu)

17/20
19
23
26

C
NW
NW

3
10

SA
C

17
24
30/1

NW
C

Jun

7
14
21
28

C
SA
NW
SA

Totara Park, Manurewa
Waiuku Forest
Shakespear Regional Reserve
AOA OY4 - Waiuku Forest

Jul

5
12
19
26

NW
SA
C
NW

Woodhill Forest - Puketapu Road
Waiuku Forest
Auckland Domain
AOA OY5 - Woodhill Forest

May

Redoubt Hill
One Tree Hill
Winstone Forest Run - Woodhill Forest
Long Bay Regional Reserve
AOA OY3 - Woodhill Forest
* QB 3-day - Auckland/Whangarei area
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Aug

2
8
9
16
23
30

Sep

6
13
19/20
20
27

Oct

3/4
4
11
18
24
25
26
29

Nov

1
8
14/15
15
21
22

C
NW
R
SA
C
C
SA
NW
RK
H
C
SA

Park event - Venue undecided
Training event - Woodhill Forest
Central Districts Relays
* Central Districts Championships
Waiuku Forest
Dingle Dell, St Heliers
AOA OY6 - Woodhill Forest
Mt Richmond Domain
Woodhill Forest - Mission Coast Road
Australia / New Zealand Relays
Australia / New Zealand Individual Challenge
Mountain Marathon - Tongariro National Park
Park event - Venue undecided
Auckland Relay Championships

PAPO * Canterbury Championships
NW
Long Bay Regional Reserve
C
* Auckland Championships & OY7 - Woodhill Forest
C
Park event - Venue undecided
T
Warm-up event
T
* New Zealand Individual Championships
HB
New Zealand Relay Championships
SA
Auckland Primary School Championships
C
SA
NW
D
C
W
KH

Park event - Venue undecided
Closing Day - Awhitu Regional Reserve
Riverhead Forest
* South Island Championships
Park event - Venue undecided
Wellington Relay Championships
* Wellington Individual Championships
* = Badge Event
OY = Orienteer of the Year Event
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TAUPO ORIENTEERING CLUB
KATOA PO

The 1987 inter-club all-night orienteering relays will be held on
the night of Saturday 24th January 1987 (Auckland Anniversary
Weekend) on the Kinloch map.
Map:
Scale:
Contour Interval:
Terrain:

Kinloch - five-colour
1:10 000
5 metres
Hilly farm country with forested areas and
intricate gully systems.

Course setter:
Vetter:
Organiser:

Dave Sayer
Tony Trass
Morna HcFarlane (Enquiries 'phone (074) 89289)

Teams will comprise seven runners of mixed ability for the
following legs:
LEG

TIME
TO RUN

ESTIMATED
WINNER'S
TIME

DESCRIPTION

GRADE RESTRICTIONS

1

Dusk

25 mins

Easy

2

Twilight 30 mins

Medium, suitable *NO M21A, M21B, M35A,
for juniors or
M19-20,
W21A or M17-18
veterans

3

Night

55 mins

Fairly difficult

4

Night

40 mins

Difficult, but
NO
M21A, M35A, M19-20
suitable for good or W21A
juniors, veterans
or B graders

5

Night

45 mins

More difficult
than Leg 4

6

Night

60 mins

Bloody murder

7

Night/
Dawn?

40 mins

As difficult as
Leg 5

* Only for juniors under 17
Seniors over 50 or
C graders

Any grades

NO

M21A, M35A or W21A

Any grades
NO

M21A

*Competitors may run in pairs on these first two legs.
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2.
If grade restrictions cause insuperable difficulty in team
formation, include with the entry form written details of the
problem with name and grade of the proposed runner, and we'll
decide how insuperable your difficulties are! Teams not obviously
stacked with bearded W21C runners will receive consideration. If
you need runners or have spare runners, provide legs, names, grades
and we'll as usual try to put together composite teams.
ENTRY
ENTRIES

FEE:

$25 per team, based roughly on $4 each for 4 adults
and $3 each for 3 juniors (same as 1986!)

CLOSE:

START:

SUNDAY

Must be postmarked no later than Monday 5
January 1987
Send to Taupo O Club, P.O.Box 666, Taupo.
Enter specific names and grades.
Late entries for teams may be accepted up to 24th
January 1986 ONLY If accompanied by DOUBLE entry
fee.
Leg 1 runners must be ready to start at 8:30 pm.
The actual time depends on light and weather
conditions.

EVENT:

ACCOMODATION:

A fun event will be held on the Sunday
morning to wake you all up, followed by BBQ
brunch. Pre-entry $2.50 per competitor, or group.
The Event Centre is at the Woolshed on the
north-east end of Kinloch map, 25 minutes' drive
from Taupo. Go along Poihipi Road, turn onto the
Kinloch Road, turn onto the track right opposite
the intersection of the road to Kinloch and the
Whangamata Road.
There will be room for camping, toilets, outside
tap and probably electricity.
There is no food, rubbish collection, hot water.
The nearest store is at Kinloch.
You are not allowed to light fires.
No dogs allowed.
Accomodation in Taupo and Kinloch is at a premium
on the holiday weekend so book early if you
reckon you will be finished in time to return to
a Motel to sleep!
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NZOF News
P.O. Box 90, Hastings.
15 November,1986.
AMPRO SALES LTD., MAPPING GRANTS
Only two $100.00 grants left for the year ending 30/6/87.
Any Club wishing to have one of these please contact me for details.
N.Z.O.F. TEAM SELECTORS.
At the recent Council Meeting the appointment of Selectors for
the next 12 months was confirmed.
Those elected were Robyn Davies (Pinelands), Brian Hall (Taupo),
Wayne Aspin (South Auckland) and Graham Teahan (Red Kiwis).
Also confirmed at the meetinq was the appointment of Jill Dalton
(South Auckland) as New Zealand Team Manager for next year's
annual challenge against Australia,
O-RINGEN
The 5-Day O Ringen event for 1987 will be held in Ostergotland,
Sweden from 20-24 July. I have just received a supply of entry
forms. If anyone would like to have one could they please
contact me.
The O-Ringen organisation, which is a group of Elite Swedish
Orienteers, usually hold an Internation Clinic in the week preceding the 5 day competition. In past years the NZOF have been invited to have one male and one female elite orienteer attend the
clinic. Although we have yet to receive an invitation for the 1987
fixture there is no reason to assume that one will not be forthcoming. In anticipation therefore we are seeking nominations
from Clubs for suitable people to attend both the clinic and the
5-day event. If Clubs are aware of members who may be interested
in attending could they please contact me by 31 January,1987.
I.O.F. PUBLICATIONS
Attached is a price list of I.O.F. publications and items which
are at present available. Please communicate direct with the
I.O.F. Secretary-General if you wish to purchase any of the goods
available.
SWEATSHIRTS
The Federation has received a suggestion from Unni Lewis regarding
the manufacture of an official sweatshirt for New Zealand Orienteers. Although full details have not as yet been decided on the
sweatshirts would be of a distinctive colour with some gimmicky
motif on the front and/or back. The price would be $25.00 (incl
G.S.T.) plus the cost of printing. Unni would make the sweatshirts
herself and would guarantee sizes and offer special sizes, e.g.
longer arms, etc.
Some of you will know Unni through her involvement in the manufacture of Orienteering suits. I am sure she would be interested in
hearing from anyone with ideas regarding motifs for the sweatshirts.
Her address is 19 Sutton Crescent, Papakura.
More details as they come to
hand.
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NZOF News
2.
FOREST ACCESS
The Management Committee at its recent meeting discussed at
legth reported incidents with difficulties Clubs had experience
in gaining access to State Forest areas.
There appears to have been a change in attitude of some N.Z.
Forest Service personnel with co-operation not being what we
would normally expect.
The situation will obviously require good public relations when
liaising with local Forestry personnel.
The Management Committee asks that if any request for access is
declined or unreasonable restrictions are placed on events Clubs
are to refer the matter to the Federation immediately.
SILVA ORIENTEERING CHALLENGE AWARD
Nominations are now sought for the recipient of this award for
the current year.
The trophy, which was donated by the manufacturers of the Silva
Compass and orienteer gear, is awarded annually to the person
who it is considered has contributed most to the development of
Orienteering in New Zealand. Previous winners have been Ralph
King (North West), John Davies (Pinelands), and John Rix (Central).
Would Clubs please give some thought to this and forward any
nominations together with supporting information to the NZOF
Secretary by 31 December,1986.
N.Z.O.F. AFFILIATION FEES AND EVENT LEVIES
All Clubs are reminded that there will be an increase in affiliation fees for next year. The new amounts will be:Senior
(19+)
$7.00
Junior
$4.50
Family
$18.50.
Event levies for all Badqe Events and National Events (including)
Relays) remain at 50c per competitor per event, with International
events to pay a levy of Senior $1 and Junior 50c/.
Would all Clubs please bear these changes in mind when setting
subs for next year.

Colin Tait.
Federation Secretary.
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INTERNATIONAL

ORIENTEERING

INTERNATIONALE

ORIENTIERUNGSLAUF

FEDERATION
FODERATION

PRICE LIST
IOF Publications
1. The IOF Statutes
2. Rules for the World Championships in Orienteering
3. Technical Specifications and Standards for
Ski-O
4. Control Descriptions with IOF Symbols
5. Principles of Course Planning
6. O-Bibliography ( l i s t of the O - l i t e r a t u r e in the
world)
7. Guidelines to Course Planning
8. Drawing specifications f o r International Orienteering
Maps
9. Map Symbols f o r International Orienteering Maps
10. Rules f o r International Orienteering Events
11. Trim-Orienteering (booklet about organising permanent networks of controls) * * )
12. Relay Orienteering Competitions
13. Course Planning
14. Orienteering - a sport for l i f e (pamphlet)
15. Organisation of Small Orienteering Events
16. IOF Report - Current Edition
17. Back issues: 1975; 1976:1,2; 1977:1,2; 1978; 1979;
1980:1,2; 1981:1,2; 1982; 1983; 1984
10
issues
18. Drawing Specifications f o r International Ski-O maps
19. Ski-Orienteering - a sport worth t r y i n g ( l e a f l e t )
20. Rules f o r the Conduct of Drugtest
2 1 . IOF 25

Year of
*)
Issue
Languages

Price
SEK

1982
1980
1969
1979
1977

3.50
10.00
3.50
10.00
3.50

G, E
G, E
E
F,G,E, N
G, E

1984
1986

G, E
E

25.00
6.00

1982
1982
1982

G, E
G, E
G, E

6.00
1.50
6.00

1976
1978
1981
1981
1983

G
G, E
E
E
E

1984
1984
1984
1986

G, E
E
G, E
G, E

6.00
5.00
65.00
18.00 per 100
5.00
7.00
5.00
35.00
6.00
9.00 per 50
5.00
15.00

Also available
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Silver plated pin with orienteering motif
Silver plated necklace with chain with orienteering
motif
IOF scarf - navy blue polyester with IOF symbol
IOF t i e - navy blue polyester with embroidered IOF symbol
IOF badge, embroidered with the symbol of national and
international orienteering (5x6 cm)

Packing i n c l . , postage extra
Quantity discount available to member federations
*) E = English, G = German, F = French, N = Norwegian
* * ) out of p r i n t

President Bengt Saltin. Otto Monsteds Gade 1 DK-1571 Copenhagen
Secretary General Lennart Levin Box 76, S 191 21 Soltentuna Sweden
Bank account PK Banken 3269 77 00382
Postal giro account 8 42 63 3
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009-45 137 7000 132 92 53
(46)8
35 34 55 Telex 13652 S

6.00
30.00
52.00
52.00
6.00

WELLINGTON

CHAMPS

Another chance to run on Waiterere North map seemed as good a reason
as any to fill the car with like-minded orienteers and head off south to
the Wellington Champs last weekend. Even to us O-nuts, driving nearly
1400 kms for one race seemed a trifle extravagent but there were Relays
on the Saturday in Lismore Forest, Wanganui, so entering a team there
made the whole trip worthwhile. (That's what we told ourselves, anyway).
Lismore, for those of you who don't already know, is STEEP! People
with one leg longer than the other can run really well here, provided
their long leg is on the right side (or should that be the left side?).
We were, of course, not taking the Relays too seriously, mainly just
stretching out a bit before the next day. Why else would our first leg
runner finish with a surprised look on his face and say, "I thought you
would have gone in the massed start by now". He blamed the locally made
wine we had sampled at a vineyard on the way to the event for his poor
performance, however a superb run from our anchor man brought us into
3rd place in Mixed A - maybe it was just a bad year for the cab sav!
Then it was off to Otaki. Where or what, I hear you ask, is Otaki?
Otaki, for your information, is the birth place of one of our travelling
orienteers, although why anyone born in such a place should want to make
such a fact generally known, is beyond me. Anyway, Otaki is where you
stay when everywhere else is fully booked.
The beautiful sunny weather continued the next day as we drove into
the forest to meet up with the rest of the 214 competitors, 21 of them
from Auckland. The weather was great, the map was great, but unfortunately many of the courses were spoiled because no map corrections were
made to show an area affected by some felling which changed the boundary
of the forest. Course 1 was also affected by misplaced controls and was
cancelled. It was a pity to hear so many competitors complaining after
the event but a Championship Event is expected to be of top quality.
Although we made up only 10% of the entrants, Aucklanders came home
having won 20% of the grades and taking a few other places as well.
Those to finish in the first three places were :Nichola Hatwell
SA
2nd
W13
Carey Martin
NW
1st
W21A
Katie Fettes
NW
2nd
W21A
Lesley Stone
NW
1st
W40A
Keith Stone
NW
1st
M45A
Mavis Hatwell
SA
1st
W50
Barry Hanlon
NW
1st
M50
Ralph King
NW
1st
M55
Ken Browne
SA
3rd
M55
Keith Stone
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FINDING A SOLUTION TO A
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP PROBLEM
by WILF HOLLOWAY

from COMPASS SPORT

As most orienteers realise, one of the biggest problems affecting
our otherwise very fair sport is that of competitors following or
assisting one another during races. In the world championships this has
proven to be a particularly difficult aspect because there are regularly
extremely fit but technically poorer orienteers who manage to latch onto
a top runner to drag them round to good performances. One of the answers
to this is the use of parallel controls, as in the relays, but this can
bring in too much luck. Another answer is widely staggered starting
times but with around 100 competitors in the men's race (and every
chance of there being 150 within a few years) this is impossible. Even
with only 3 minutes between starters there is a total competition time
of around 8 hours at present. This is not only impossibly long for the
organisers but brings with it the threat of vastly different weather or
running conditions between competitors.
Anyway, 3 minutes has proven not to be enough and although around 10
minutes would be the (impossible organisationally) sporting ideal it
would be useful to at least get to around 6 minutes between starts.
If this is going to keep the competition length within the generally
accepted reasonable limits of around 6 hours then there should be no
more than 40-50 starters allowed. This is the reason for all the recent
controversy concerning preliminary races the day before the WM to decide
who runs in the final. None of the competitors or nations are happy with
this (for a multitude of reasons) yet the organisers see it as an absolute necessity. There seems to be no way out of the dilemma except the
parallel controls idea I put forward 3 years ago - but now Peter Gagarin
and Peo Bengtsson have come up with a marvellous solution.
Their idea is quite simple - why not have a number of WM races at
various distances? This is no more difficult for the organisers than
having extra selection races yet it clearly reduces the field for each
race. Whichever way you look at it practically all of the problems from
competitors and national aspects are solved as well - plus the added
bonus of more chances of getting a WM medal. Just as in cross-country
skiing, swimming, athletics, etc. there would then be individual races
at various distances, followed by the normal relay races a couple of
days later as at present. Or perhaps the races could take place over a
couple of days so that some competitors could even have two runs? I
would suggest something along the following lines.
Three races for the men at recommended winning times of 30 mins, 60
wins, 100 mins, and two races for the women with expected winning times
around 30 mins and 70 mins. The longest races would thus have the present character and the shorter ones would be in the form of the increasingly popular sprint-O. A nation would be allowed to enter two men in
each of the three races and three women in each of their two races. This
produces a maximum of 6 men and 6 women per team but a nation isn't
really disadvantaged by only being able to field 8 or 9 people altogether for example. With prior knowledge of expected terrain sorts, climb,
lengths of courses, etc. runners would also be able to select that event
best for them personally, just as is the case in many other sports.
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Peter Gagarin is coach to the US team and at 42 years old is still
so good that he could have selected himself in Australia. Peo Bengtsson
is over 50 yet can still beat many people in M21A. Both of them are
widely travelled, have vast experience and love orienteering - they just
can't be wrong with this suggestion of theirs. And I for one just can't
believe that our sport is not advanced enough to award 5 individual
world titles without being pretentious or cheapening an O-gold. So come
on I.O.F., it's still not too late to get something planned along these
lines for 1987 in France. Prove that top orienteering officials aren't
bogged down by the stick-in-the-mud bureaucracy of the other sports!

ORIENTEER

OF

THE

YEAR

COMPETITION

There have been a few changes made to the Orienteer of the Year
Competition for 1987 1. The number of events has been reduced to seven with each competitor's best five results to count for points.
2. Two new grades have been added, M-10 and W-10, for boys and girls
up to, and including, 10 years old,
3. Some grades have changed their names slightly - M-12A and W-12A
will now become M11A and W11A for boys and girls aged 11 or 12,
M35B changes to M35-44B, M45B becomes M45-54B and W45B changes to
W40-54B.
4. When you pay your club subscription you will be asked to nominate
which grade you wish to compete in for the OY series. This will
not stop you running in a different grade should you wish, but
you will only be credited with points in your nominated grade unless you advise the OY statistician beforehand.
5. The formula will be modified for the calculation of time points.
At present a competitor loses a point for each 2.5% of the winner's time that they are slower and this will be changed to 5%.
The effect of this change will be to award more points, as all
finishers within the winner's time plus 50% will earn time points
whereas at present no time points are won by competitors more
than 25% slower than the winner.
The grade and course combinations for next year are as follows Course 1
Course 2
Course 3
Course 4
Course 5
Course 6
Course 7
Course 8
Course 9
Course 10

M21E
M35A,
M19A,
M17A,
M15A,
M55A,
M13A,
M60A,
M11A,
M-10,

W21E
M21A, M40A, M45A
M50A, M21B, W19A, W21A, W35A
M35-44B, W17A, W21B
W40A, W45A
M15-18B, M21C, M45-54B, W13A, W15A, W35B
W50A, W55A
W11A, W15-18B, W21C, W40-54B
M12-14B, W-10, W12-14B
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DIVORCE ORIENTEERING
THE NEW
O—SUIT

STYLE:

In Re Vinestock versus Vinestock. Before Mr Justice Bramblebasher.
J.B. You two keep appearing in front of me. Isn't it time you made
up your minds whether you want a divorce or not?
G.V. This time it's final, m'Lud. My wife's incompatible.
J.B. You mean you are not?
G.V. Of course not, m'Lud. I'm just an ordinary chap with simple
pleasures like going out in the snow and the pouring rain and
running up hills, in order to get fit for orienteering . . .
J.B. Oh no, not that word again!
G.V. . . . so that on Sundays I can go out in the snow and the pouring rain and run through the woods in order to get ranking
points.
J.B. Ranking points?
G.V. Yes, m'Lud, All orienteers are ranked according to their ability. You see, you take the Ideal Time, which can be calculated
with only a small computer, and feed in your time and divide by
two and multiply by the number you first thought of. If you
feel like it, multiply again by 1.1 or even 1.2. If you have
time I'll explain the whole scheme. I'm really very keen on
these ranking points,
J.B. And your wife is not?
G.V. No, m'Lud, she is not. Nor is she prepared to run up hills in
order to get more of them. In fact she refuses to run at all
except when she appears on television.
J.B. On television?
G.V. That's another point that irks me. I think nothing of driving a
couple of hundred miles to put in an appearance at the Northern
Championships say, and no one even takes my photograph. She
won't come with me, but when I bribe her to come to Galloway by
promising to leave my muddy training shoes in the garage and
doing my own washing for a month, she's on television the
moment she arrives. I tell you, she's incompatible.
J.B. But these rankling lists?
G.V. They do rankle, but they're "ranking". I refer to Exhibit A,
the Ranking List. She's in there at number 55 on her list and
I'm only 74. And she doesn't run! What's more, since we are
about to be divorced I can reveal that she's been running up a
class, in W35 instead of W40, where she ought to be. And she
doesn't train! She's incompatible. And another thing, she keeps
winning trophies.
J.B. Trophies?
G.V. Yes, m'Lud. At the National Championships I'd been training for
weeks, went to the practice event the day before, while she
stayed at home ignoring my advice about carbohydrate loading,
then she came second in W35B and brought home a handsome cup,
well more of a pottery mug really, and a pennant. She'd have
won if she hadn't stopped to help a W12 who was lost. And she
keeps getting prizes through the post for competitions she
didn't even know she entered for. Like the certificate to say
the South-West W35's had come third in the Regional Champion-
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ships. I never win anything, and she's got trophies all over
the place. Another thing m'Lud, she goes around some courses in
Wellington boots. I agonise for hours about the relative merits
of Silva and Nike, given the prevailing ground conditions and
the likelihood of rain, and she's in Wellingtons and still does
better than I do. My confidence has been totally shattered.
J.B. Mr Vinestock, my heart bleeds for you. Your case is incontrovertible. What's more it's just like my own. Take my wife: we
both play golf. I practise every day after court while she sits
at home guzzling sherry, yet when we get on the course she
never loses. I wonder if I can explain to you the golf handicap
system; it seems not unlike this affair you were telling me
about. You hand in three cards for medal rounds and . . .
From Compass Sport

JUNIOR

TRAINING

(UK)

CAMPS

A reminder about the Iwitahi Camp for juniors. Contact Michael Wood
immediately if you have not already do so, 5 Atahu Grove, Lower Hutt.
Following are a few details of the Auckland Camp as others can
attend on the day - there is still some space available at Houghton's
Camp at $5.00 per night, phone or write to John Rix to 'book'.
Provisional timetable :
Monday afternoon 26 January (2.00pm - 5.00pm)
Puketapu Road, Telephone Track
window event, contours only, compass
Tuesday 27 January (Leave Houghton's 9.00am)
Coastal sand-dune navigation
then 16 Mile map, traffic light, relocation
Wednesday 28 January (Leave Houghton's 9.00am)
Mt Auckland, contouring, route choice
Thursday 29 January (Leave Houghton's 9.00am)
am Mapping
pm Long-'O' Mission Coast to Quarry Road
Friday 30 January (Leave Houghton's 9.00am)
Quarry Road, Relay and Individual Champs
John Rix
276-4901
29 Middlemore Road
Otahuhu
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WOA
EASTER 4 -Da
ORIENTEERIN
EVENT
APRIL 17-20 1
DAY 1: FOREST HILL
RED KIWIS

F o r e s t / f a r m in the Tararuas
Palmerston North

near

NEW MAP

DAY 2: STRONVAR
HUTT VALLEY

Intricately
Wairarapa

contoured f a r m l a n d in the

USED TWICE

DAY 3: PAUATAHANUI
NORTH WGTN.
Farmland

w i t h patches

of bush

NEW MAP

DAY 4: WAITARERE
NORTH

KAPITI
HAVOC

Forested duneland northwest of Levin

USED TWICE

OY POINTS SYSTEM.
3 OF 4 EVENTS TO
COUNT FOR BADGES.

Selwyn Palmer ???

TELEVISION
NEW ZEALAND
Dunedin PO Box 474 Phone 741414
Telex NZ3867 Cables Teevee NZ Dunedin

Paul Kearney
105 Moire Road
Massey
Auckland
Dear Paul Kearney
Television New Zealand is preparing to produce the prestigious and
very popular British programme, "The Krypton Factor". It will be
in production in May, June and July of 1987.
"The Krypton Factor" has been produced in Britain for eleven
years and enjoys extremely high ratings there.
It will be shown
at peak viewing time in New Zealand and negotiations are in hand
for it to be broadcast throughout Australia as well.
In addition to completing
a rigorous test over a physical
assault course, contestants in "The Krypton Factor" have to face a
series of demanding tests of intelligence, logic, knowledge and
powers of observation.
In Britain, the programme has attracted outstanding
individuals
and has become virtually an institution in its own right.
It is
our intention to maintain the standards that have been set, and
to this end we have successfully negotiated the involvement of
the New Zealand Army in constructing and running the physical
tests.
As with Mastermind, the programme is serious and has integrity.
The winner will bring considerable kudos to his or her sport and
sporting body, as well as great personal satisfaction.

A Service of the Broadcasting Corporation of New Zealand
Auckland PO Box 3819 Ph
Wellington Sales PO Box

770630
1752 Ph

Christchurch PO Box 1945 Ph
792680
Avalon PO Box 30945 Lower Hutt Ph 666969
720476 Hamilton PO Box 489 Ph
82799
Hamilton
Sales
PO Box 889 Ph 81298
Palmerston North Sales PO Box 218 Ph 71762

Page 2
Paul Kearney
105 Moire Road
Massey
Auckland

We ask for your support of this programme by encouraging potential
contestants throughout
the clubs in your area to apply as
representatives of your sport/sport's body.
A number
of sports bodies have already indicated their support
verbally:
In order for your sport to gain a fair chance of
representation,
a number
of potential
contestants should be
encouraged
to put their names forward. Due to our pressing time
scale, we would
ask that you bring this matter to the urgent
attention of your clubs and not just table this letter for clubs
attention at your next meeting.
A rigourous
selection process which will take little of the
applicant's time will reduce the numbers to the required
thirty
seven people from throughout the country.
Applicants should apply to:

The Krypton Factor
Television New Zealand
P O Box 474
DUNEDIN

Name,
address and phone number
are all that
is required
initially.
Applicants should be encouraged to apply as soon as
possible as there is some urgency in the finding of contestants.
Should you require any further information or assistance,
do not hesitate to ask.
I trust you will give this matter your every
hope you will support the programme.
Yours sincerely

Brian Stewart
Producer
The Krypton Factor
6 October

1986
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please

consideration

and

SUUNTO
STAR
The SUUNTO STAR is a com¬
pletely new compass that makes
orienteering simple and faster. It
fits snugly on the thumb, and by
keeping the map and compass in
the same hand both can be seen at
the same time.

$28.50 ea
LESS 10% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS
(Mail Order send $26.95, covers Postage)

Available from

SURPLUS DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
Cnr Hobson/Cook Sts
AUCKLAND

P.O. Box 39-141

Ph: 732-675

ORIENTEERING - BUSINESS - PLEASURE
For all your accommodation

requirements

Call
THE ACCOMMODATION EXPERTS

INSTANT

FREELINE

We can book you a hotel almost anywhere
in the world AND at no cost to you
Telephone
DOMESTIC RESERVATIONS
INTERNATIONAL RESERVATIONS

(09)794-660
(09) 394-549

Now open in Auckland
is the Smart
Budget
Hotel
$39.00
single,
$49.00
double plus GST. The Harvey Wallbanger
Lodges
from
only
$49.00
plus
GST
per room in Pahia now open and opening
soon Queenstown, Christchurch, Picton
and in 1987 Auckland, Rotorua, Nelson,
Greymouth and possibly Wellington.
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